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Cable for USB-A / Lightning / Angle / 1.2m Joyroom S-UL012A6 (blue)
Convenient, instant charging with the ability to play without overheating your phone? It's possible with Joyroom. The fast charging cable
with a 90° curved connector allows you to use your phone while it's plugged into the charger. It provides an amperage of 3A and allows
data transfer at 480 Mbps. It features a sturdy construction, does not tangle and is resistant to wear and tear.
 
Don't wait for your devices
The cable is designed with gamers in mind and allows you to freely use your phone while it charges. The specially curved tip makes your
device  fit  perfectly  in  your  hand  in  a  horizontal  position  -  you  won't  be  bothered  by  a  protruding  cable  anymore.  The  3A  current
transmission allows for instant charging and helps protect the battery from overheating.
 
Instant data transmission
Zinc alloy makes the cable highly  conductive,  so it  not  only  allows instant  charging,  but  also data transmission in  an extremely short
time. You can transfer large files in between at speeds as high as 480 Mbps and refill your device's power at the same time. 
 
Robust design
The USB-A and Lightning connectors have been coated with gold, making them more durable. The nylon braid has helped make the cable
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more durable against pulling and tangling, and the use of advanced technologies allows for instant charging at lower temperatures. You
can rest assured that your devices are safe. Also noteworthy is the unique design of the cable, which gives it an interesting character.
 
	Manufacturer
	Joyroom
	Model
	S-UL012A6
	Function
	Charging / data transfer
	Current
	2.4A/3A
	Transmission speed
	480Mbps
	Length
	1.2m
	Color
	Blue
	Connector type
	Lightning
	Material
	Zinc alloy + PVC + braided nylon

Preço:

Antes: € 5.8056

Agora: € 5.30

Acessórios para telemóveis, Acessórios Telemóvel, USB cables, Micro, USB-C, Lightning 3
in 1
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